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Abstract. In this paper, certain iterative substructuring methods with Lagrange multipliers are
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bounds are otherwise independent of the number of subdomains, the mesh size, and jumps in the
coeÆcients. These results closely parallel those for other successful iterative substructuring methods
of primal as well as dual type.
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1. Introduction. The FETI methods are domain decomposition methods of
iterative substructuring type. They are thus a special type of preconditioned conjugate
gradient methods which have been developed for solving the often huge algebraic
systems of equations which arise in �nite element computations. The dual-primal
FETI (FETI{DP) methods were introduced recently by Farhat, Lesoinne, Le Tallec,
Pierson, and Rixen [9]. Their work was followed by a signi�cant contribution to the
theory of two dimensional second and fourth order problems by Mandel and Tezaur
[16], by a paper by Farhat, Lesoinne, and Pierson [10] which speci�cally addresses an
algorithm for three{dimensional problems, and by Pierson's doctoral dissertation [18].
The algorithm presented in [10], [18], uses constraints on the averages over edges and
faces, similarly to those of the algorithms considered in this paper. Our contribution
is to the extension of the family of algorithms for problems in three dimensions and
to the analysis. We also show that good convergence bounds can be maintained even
for quite general coeÆcients such as those that model highly heterogeneous materials.
Our work has been inspired by that of Mandel and Tezaur and it is also based on our
own earlier work, in particular [5], [6], and [13].

It is well known that domain decomposition algorithms cannot be scalable, i.e.,
have a rate of convergence which is independent of the number of subregions, unless
a coarse space component is included. We note that the underlying coarse spaces
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for three dimensional problems are often more complicated than the quite simple
constructions that work well for problems in the plane; see [23] for a discussion. We
will construct several of our FETI{DP methods using relatively exotic coarse spaces.
Thus, our Algorithms B and C are closely related to certain interpolation operators
and coarse spaces known from earlier work on primal iterative substructuring methods;
see [5, 6]. Both these methods have relatively large global, primal subspaces.

The term dual{primal refers to the idea of enforcing some continuity constraints,
across the interface between the subregions, throughout the iteration, as in a primal
method, while all other constraints are enforced by using dual variables, i.e., Lagrange
multipliers, as in a dual method. We will see that the FETI{DP methods di�er in
several important respects from the strictly dual FETI methods, in particular, the one-
level FETI method which is described in section 3. In fact, both from an algorithmic
and analytic point of view, the FETI{DP methods are closer to the primal iterative
substructuring methods than the FETI methods previously developed. While the
global part of the preconditioner for a strictly dual FETI method is directly associated
with the dual variables, that of a FETI{DP method is not.

We note that primal iterative substructuring methods have been studied quite
extensively, see, e.g., [6], [8], and [5], well before a similarly complete, and quite chal-
lenging, mathematical theory was developed for the FETI methods, see [15], [20], and
[13]; FETI algorithms using inexact subdomain solvers have also been developed and
analyzed by two of the authors in [12]. We note that primal iterative substructur-
ing methods have been developed extensively even for elliptic systems, e.g., in [17],
and that we believe that we have all or almost all the tools necessary to extend our
current results and algorithms to the systems of linear elasticity; cf. also [12]. We
also note that algorithmically some of the FETI{DP methods that we consider have
certain features in common with very early work on iterative substructuring methods
for problems with many substructures; cf. the studies on Neumann{Dirichlet algo-
rithms by Dryja, Proskurowski, and Widlund [4], and two contributions to the �rst
international symposium on domain decomposition methods, [3] and [22]. We note, in
particular, that the Neumann subsystems of these early algorithms are nonsingular;
there are no oating subregions because of a device very similar to that used in the
FETI{DP methods. The use of Lagrange multipliers, in a special context, was also
suggested in [22].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce our
scalar elliptic equation which can have very di�erent coeÆcients in di�erent subregions
and which has served as a standard, non-trivial model problem in many studies of
iterative substructuring methods. We also introduce a simple �nite element space, the
decomposition of our region, and our variational problem. In section 3, we give a brief
description of a one-level FETI method to provide a necessary background. In section
4, we introduce our four FETI-DP methods. In section 5, we provide, with few proofs,
some auxiliary results many of which have previously been developed for the analysis
of primal iterative substructuring methods. In section 6, we prove almost optimal
bounds on the condition number of three of the methods. They are independent of
the number of substructures and grow only polylogarithmically with the number of
degrees of freedom associated with the individual substructures.

2. Elliptic model problem, �nite elements, and geometry. Let 
 � R3

be a bounded, polyhedral region, let @
D � @
 be a closed set of positive measure,
and let @
N := @
 n @
D be its complement. We impose homogeneous Dirichlet
and general Neumann boundary conditions, respectively, on these two subsets and
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introduce the Sobolev space H1
0 (
; @
D) := fv 2 H1(
) : v = 0 on @
Dg.

For simplicity, we will only consider a piecewise linear, conforming �nite element
approximation of the following scalar, second order model problem:

Find u 2 H1
0 (
; @
D), such that

a(u; v) = f(v) 8v 2 H1
0 (
; @
D);(1)

where

a(u; v) :=

Z



�(x)ru � rvdx; f(v) :=

Z



fvdx +

Z
@
N

gNvds;(2)

and where gN is the Neumann boundary data de�ned on @
N ; it provides, together
with the volume load f , the contributions to the load vector of the �nite element
problem. The coeÆcient �(x) > 0 for x 2 
.

We decompose 
 into non-overlapping subdomains 
i; i = 1; : : : ; N; also known
as substructures, and each of which is the union of shape-regular elements with the
�nite element nodes on the boundaries of neighboring subdomains matching across

the interface � :=
�SN

i=1 @
i

�
n @
: The interface � is composed of subdomain faces,

regarded as open sets, which are shared by two subregions, edges which are shared by
more than two subregions, and vertices which are endpoints of edges. If � intersects
@
N along an edge common to the boundaries of only two subdomains, we will regard
it as part of the face common to this pair of subdomains. We denote the faces of 
i

by F ij , its edges by E ik , and its vertices by V i`.
We denote the standard �nite element space of continuous, piecewise linear func-

tions on 
i by W
h(
i); we always assume that these functions vanish on @
D. For

simplicity, we assume that the triangulation of each subdomain is quasi uniform. The
diameter of 
i is Hi, or generically, H . We denote the corresponding �nite element
trace spaces by Wi := W h(@
i \ �); i = 1; : : : ; N; and by W :=

QN
i=1Wi the asso-

ciated product space. We will often consider elements of W which are discontinuous
across the interface.

The �nite element approximation of the elliptic problem is continuous across
� and we denote the corresponding subspace of W by cW: We note that while the
sti�ness matrix K and Schur complement S; which correspond to the product space
W; generally are singular, those of cW are not.

We will also use additional, intermediate subspaces fW of W for which only a
relatively small number of continuity constraints are enforced across the interface.
One of the bene�ts of working in fW; rather than in W , will be that certain related
Schur complements, eS and S�; are strictly positive de�nite; see further sections 3 and
4.

We assume that possible jumps of �(x) are aligned with the subdomain boundaries
and, for simplicity, that on each subregion 
i, �(x) has the constant value �i > 0:
Our bilinear form and load vector can then be written, in terms of contributions from
individual subregions, as

a(u; v) =

NX
i=1

�i

Z

i

ru � rvdx; f(v) =

NX
i=1

� Z

i

fvdx +

Z
@
i\@
N

gNvds
�
:(3)

In our theoretical analysis, we assume that each subregion 
i is the union of a number
of shape regular tetrahedral coarse elements and that the number of such tetrahedra
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is uniformly bounded for each subdomain. Thus, the subregions are not very thin
and we can also easily show that the diameters of any pair of neighboring subdomains
are comparable. We also assume that if a face of a subdomain intersects @
D, then
the measure of this set is comparable to that of the face. Similarly, if an edge of a
subdomain intersects @
D, we assume that the length of this intersection is bounded
from below in terms of the length of the edge as a whole. The sets of nodes on @
; @
i;
and � are denoted by @
h; @
i;h; and �h; respectively.

As in previous work on Neumann{Neumann and FETI algorithms, a crucial role is
played by the weighted counting functions �i; which are associated with the individual
subdomain boundaries @
i; cf. [5, 8, 14, 19]. In this paper they will be used in
the de�nition of certain diagonal scaling matrices. These functions are de�ned, for
 2 [1=2;1); and for x 2 �h[@
h, by a sum of contributions from 
i, and its relevant
next neighbors

�i(x) =

8>><
>>:

X
j2Nx

�j (x) x 2 @
i;h \ @
j;h;

�i (x) x 2 @
i;h \ (@
h n �h);
0 x 2 (�h [ @
h) n @
i;h:

(4)

Here, Nx is the set of indices of the subregions which have x on its boundary. We
note that any node of �h belongs either to two faces, to at least three edges, or is a
vertex of several substructures. The �i are continuous, piecewise discrete harmonic
functions; for a de�nition see section 3. The pseudo inverses �yi , which belong to the
same class of functions, are de�ned, for x 2 �h [ @
h; by

�yi (x) =

�
��1i (x) if �i(x) 6= 0;

0 if �i(x) = 0:
(5)

We note that these functions provide a partition of unity:X
i

�i (x)�
y
i (x) � 1 8x 2 �h [ @
h:(6)

3. One-level FETI methods. In this section, we will introduce some notations
and certain other aspects of the older one-level FETI methods which we will use in
the rest of this paper. We begin by de�ning a sti�ness matrixK for the entire product
space

QN
i=1W

h(
i): K is a direct sum of local sti�ness matricesK(i) which correspond
to the subdomains 
i; i = 1; : : : ; N; and to the appropriate terms in the �rst formula
of (3). The local load vectors are obtained similarly; see the second formula of (3).

Any nodal variable, not associated with �h; is called interior and it only belongs
to one substructure; the nodal values on @
N n � also belong to this set. The inte-
rior variables of any subdomain can be eliminated by block Gaussian elimination in
work which can clearly be parallelized across the subdomains. The resulting reduced
matrices are the Schur complements

S(i) = K
(i)
�� �K

(i)
�I (K

(i)
II )

�1K
(i)
I� ; i = 1; : : : ; N:

Here, � and I represent the interface and interior, respectively. We note that the
S(i); and their inverses or pseudo inverses, are only needed in terms of matrix-vector
products and that their elements therefore need not be explicitly computed. We
also obtain reduced load vectors for each subdomain. The one originating in 
i is
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denoted by fi and the local vectors of interface nodal values, which can be regarded
as components of an element of the product space W; by ui.

The elimination of the interior variables of a substructure can also be viewed in
terms of an orthogonal projection, with respect to the bilinear form hK(i)�; �i, onto the
subspace of vectors with components that vanish at all the nodes of @
i n @
N : Here
h�; �i denotes the `2�inner product. We note that these vectors represent elements
of W h(
i)\H1

0 (
i; @
i n @
N ): These local subspaces are orthogonal, in this energy
inner product, to the space of discrete harmonic vectors which represent discrete
harmonic �nite element functions: With v� and w� vectors of interface values, such
a vector, w = (wI ; w�); is de�ned by

hK(i)w; vi = 0 8v such that v� = 0;(7)

on the subdomain 
i; or, equivalently, by

K
(i)
II wI +K

(i)
I�w� = 0:(8)

We can regard w� as a vector of Dirichlet data given on @
i;h \ �h and note that
a piecewise discrete harmonic function is completely de�ned by its values on the
interface.

The Schur complement S(i) satis�es the following minimum property: 8w 2Wi

hS(i)w;wi = minhK(i)v; vi;(9)

where the minimum is taken over all v = (vI ; v�) 2W h(
i) such that v� = w:
We note that we can view the Schur complement S(i) as the restriction of the

sti�ness matrix K(i) to the space of discrete harmonic functions. In what follows,
we will almost exclusively work with functions in the trace spaces Wi and, whenever
convenient, consider such an element as representing a discrete harmonic function
in 
i: We also note that it is this piecewise discrete harmonic part of the solution,
representing an element of cW; that is determined by any iterative substructuring
method; the other, interior, parts of the solution are computed locally as indicated
above.

We now briey review a part of the derivation of the traditional FETI methods
prior to showing, in the next section, how matters change in the FETI{DP case. We
begin by reformulating the �nite element problem, reduced to the interface �; as a
minimization problem with constraints given by the requirement of continuity across
� :

Find u 2 W , such that

J(u) := 1
2 hSu; ui � hf; ui ! min

Bu = 0

�
(10)

where u = [u1; : : : ; uN ]
t; f = [f1; : : : ; fN ]

t; and S = diagi(S
(i)):

The matrix B = [B(1); : : : ; B(N)] is constructed from f0; 1;�1g such that the
values of the solution u, associated with more than one subdomain, coincide when
Bu = 0. Here, as in [13, Sections 5 and 4], we can either work with fully redundant
or non{redundant constraints, i.e., with either all possible or the smallest possible
number of constraints for each node of �h: The local Schur complement matrices S(i)

are positive semide�nite and, in fact, in many cases, there are oating subdomains,
i.e., subregions for which the S(i) are singular. The problem (10) is uniquely solvable
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if and only if ker (S)\ ker (B) = f0g, i.e., S is invertible on the null space of B. This
condition holds since the original �nite element model is elliptic.

In a standard one{level FETI method a vector of Lagrange multipliers � is intro-
duced to enforce all the constraints Bu = 0 and we obtain a saddle point formulation
of (10):

Find (u; �) 2W � U , such that

Su + Bt� = f
Bu = 0

�
:(11)

In this article, we will exclusively work with fully redundant sets of Lagrange multi-
pliers. The matrix Bt then has a null space and to assure uniqueness it is appropriate
to restrict the choice of Lagrange multipliers to range (B): In fact, in the one-level
FETI methods the space of Lagrange multipliers is chosen as a subspace of range (B);
since further constraints on the Lagrange multipliers must be introduced in order to
assure the solvability of the �rst equation of (11); see, e.g., [11, 15, 13].

We will also use a full column rank matrix R built from all of the null space
elements of S; these elements are associated with individual subdomains (the rigid
body motions in the case of elasticity). Thus, range (R) = ker (S): We note that no
subdomain with a boundary which intersects @
D contributes to R:

The solution of the �rst equation in (11) exists if and only if f �Bt� 2 range (S);
this constraint leads to the introduction of an orthogonal projection P from U onto
ker (Gt) with G := BR. We note that we do not need any such projection in the
dual-primal FETI methods de�ned in the next section.

Eliminating the primal variables from (11) and considering the component or-
thogonal to G, we obtain

P tF� = P td
Gt� = e

�
(12)

with F := BSyBt; d := BSyf; Sy a pseudoinverse of S, and e := Rtf .
The original FETI method is a conjugate gradient method applied to

P tF� = P td; � 2 �0 + range (P );(13)

with an initial approximation �0 chosen such that Gt�0 = e.
We will not describe the preconditioners used in the solution of this dual problem

but will postpone this topic to the next section; there are no essential di�erences
between the two cases as far as preconditioners are concerned. For a more detailed
description and analysis of a number of one{level FETI algorithms, see Klawonn and
Widlund [13].

4. Dual-Primal FETI methods. In previous studies of FETI-DP methods for
problems in two dimensions, see Farhat, Lesoinne, Le Tallec, Pierson, and Rixen [9]
and Mandel and Tezaur [16], the constraints on the degrees of freedom associated with
the vertices of the substructures are enforced in each iteration, i.e., the corresponding
degrees of freedom belong to the primal set of variables, while all the constraints
associated with the edge nodes are fully enforced only at the convergence of the
iterative method. A linear system of algebraic equations is solved exactly in each
step of the iteration. All unknowns except those of the subdomain vertices can be
eliminated at a modest expense, and in parallel across the subdomains, resulting in a
Schur complement for the vertex variables. In this �rst step, we can take full advantage
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of a high quality sparse matrix Cholesky solver when solving the individual subdomain
problems, which in fact are Neumann problems on the individual subregions except for
a Dirichlet condition at the subdomain vertices. The order of the Schur complement
equals the number of subdomain vertices which do not belong to @
D: It is sparse
since it can be shown quite easily that no nonzero o�{diagonal elements exist in the
reduced system matrix except those that correspond to pairs of vertices which belong
to the same substructure.

In their recent paper, Mandel and Tezaur [16] established a condition number
bound of the form C(1 + log(H=h))2 for the resulting FETI{DP method, in two
dimensions, if it is equipped with a Dirichlet preconditioner which is very similar to
those used for some of the older FETI methods; cf. Farhat, Mandel, and Roux [11].
This preconditioner is built from local solvers on the subregions with zero Dirichlet
conditions at the vertices of the subregions. This algorithm is scalable with the
constant C independent of the number of subregions, the subdomain diameters, as
well as the mesh size h of the �nite element model. Mandel and Tezaur also established
a corresponding result for a fourth-order elliptic problem in the plane. Their proof in
[16], for the second order equation, uses linear algebra arguments and a lemma from
a classical paper by Bramble, Pasciak, and Schatz [2, Lemma 3.5].

The same algorithm, Algorithm A; can also be de�ned for the three dimensional
case but it does not perform well; see Farhat et al. [9, sect. 5]. This is undoubtedly
related to the poor performance of vertex-based iterative substructuring methods; see
[6, Section 6.1]. A condition number estimate for this algorithm is given in Remark 2
at the end of the paper.

In the present study, as well as in others of FETI{DP methods, we work with
subspaces fW � W for which suÆciently many constraints are enforced so that the
resulting leading diagonal block matrix of the saddle point problem, though no longer
block diagonal, is strictly positive de�nite. We also introduce two subspaces,cW� � cW
and fW�; corresponding to a primal and a dual part of the space fW: These subspaces
will play an important role in the description and analysis of our iterative method.
The direct sum of these spaces equals fW; i.e.,

fW = cW� �fW�:(14)

The second subspace, fW�, is the direct sum of local subspaces fW�;i of fW where each

subdomain 
i contributes a subspace fW�;i; only its i� th component in the sense of

the product space fW is non trivial.
In the description of our algorithms, we will need certain standard �nite element

cuto� functions �Eik , �Fij , and �Vi` . The �rst two are the discrete harmonic functions
which equal 1 on E ikh and F ij

h ; respectively, and which vanish elsewhere on �h; �Vi`

denotes the piecewise discrete harmonic extension of the standard nodal basis function
associated with the vertex V i`: These cuto� functions will also be used in the analysis
of the methods; see sections 5 and 6.

We are now ready to de�ne our algorithms in terms of pairs of subspaces.
Algorithm A: The primal subspace, cW�, is spanned by the nodal �nite element

basis functions �Vi` . The local subspace fW�;i is de�ned as the subspace of Wi of
elements which vanish at the subdomain vertices, i.e., by

fW�;i := fu 2 Wi : u(V
i`) = 0 8V i` 2 @
ig:

Hence, fW = fWA is the subspace of W of functions that are continuous at the subdo-
main vertices.
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Algorithm B: The primal subspace, cW�, is spanned by the vertex nodal �nite
element basis functions �Vi` and the cuto� functions �Eik and �Fij associated with all

the edges and faces, respectively, of the interface. The local subspace fW�;i is de�ned
as the subspace of Wi where the values at the subdomain vertices vanish together
with the averages uEik and uFij , i.e., by

fW�;i := fu 2 Wi : u(V
i`) = 0; uEik = 0; uFij = 0 8V i`; E ik ;F ij � @
ig:

Here,

uEik =

R
Eik udsR
Eik

1ds
and uFij =

R
Fij udxR
Fij 1dx

:(15)

Hence, fW = fWB is the subspace of W of functions that are continuous at the sub-
domain vertices and have the same values of uEik and uFij independently of which

component of u 2 fWB is used in the evaluation of these averages.
Algorithm C: The primal subspace, cW�, is spanned by the vertex nodal �nite

element basis functions �Vi` and the cuto� functions �Eik of all the edges of �: The

local subspacefW�;i is de�ned as the subspace ofWi where the values at the subdomain
vertices vanish together with the averages uEik , i.e., by

fW�;i := fu 2 Wi : u(V
i`) = 0; uEik = 0 8V i`; E ik � @
ig:

Hence, fW = fWC is the subspace of W of functions that are continuous at the sub-
domain vertices and have common averages uEik for all the edges. The number of

degrees of freedom of the corresponding primal subspace cW� is therefore equal to the
sum of the number of vertices and the number of edges; this cW� will be of lower
dimension than the primal space of Algorithm B.

The number of constraints enforced in all the iterations of Algorithms B and C is
substantially larger than when only the vertex constraints are satis�ed as in Algorithm
A, but we are still able to work with a uniformly bounded number of such constraints
for each substructure. In order to put this in perspective, we consider Algorithms B
and C in the very regular case of cubic substructures. There are then seven global
variables for each interior substructure in the case of Algorithm B since there are
eight vertices, each shared by eight cubes, twelve edges, each shared by four, and six
faces each shared by a pair of substructures. The count for Algorithm C is four. We
note that the counts would be di�erent, relative to the number of substructures, in
the case of tetrahedral subregions.

It is useful to distinguish between the continuity constraints at the vertices and
the other constraints. The latter are sometimes called optional constraints since they
are not needed to guarantee solvability of the subproblems if there are enough vertex
constraints. The optional constraints could be handled as the vertex variables, after a
change of basis. Another possibility, which we advocate, is to introduce an additional
set of Lagrange multipliers which are computed exactly in each iteration to enforce
the required optional constraints of the primal subspace; see Farhat, Lesoinne, and
Pierson [10], where this approach is used; for a more detailed description, see section
4.2, especially formulae (24)-(28), of that paper.

We are able to show as strong a result for Algorithm C as for Algorithm B. It is
therefore natural to attempt to drop additional constraints, i.e., further decrease the
primal subspace cW� while preserving the fast convergence of the FETI-DP method.
This leads to the introduction of our �nal algorithm.
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Algorithm D: The primal subspace cW�, is de�ned in terms of constraints associ-
ated with a subset of the edges and vertices of the interface. Our recipe for selecting
such primal edges and vertices is relatively complicated and can only be fully under-
stood by reading the proof of Lemma 10 carefully.

We �rst describe the requirements on a minimal set of primal constraints which
we have found necessary to give a complete proof of a good bound for Algorithm D.
For each face, we should have at least one designated, primal edge. Additionally, for
all pairs of substructures 
i;
j , which have an edge in common, we must have an
acceptable edge path between the two subdomains. An acceptable edge path is a path
from 
i to 
j ; possibly via several other subdomains, 
k, which have the edge E ij in
common and such that their coeÆcients satisfy TOL��k � min(�i; �j) for some chosen
tolerance TOL: The path can only pass from one subdomain to another through an
edge designated as primal. Finally, we consider all pairs of substructures which have
a vertex V i` but not a face or an edge in common. Then, we assume that either V i` is
a primal vertex or that we have an acceptable edge path of the same nature as above,
except that we can be more lenient and only insist on TOL��k � (hk=Hk)min(�i; �j):
We also note, that we could allow our edge paths to stray somewhat further away from
the edge E ij ; or the vertex V i`, and that in fact a careful examination of the proof
of Lemma 10 would reveal that alternative, more liberal rules concerning the paths
could be adopted.

We now give a description of a possible way of selecting the set of primal con-
straints. We start by choosing enough edges so that for each face of the interface
there is at least one designated, primal edge which is part of the boundary of the
face. In addition, we can exercise an option of designating some of the vertices of the
substructures as primal; this is not strictly necessary but if constraints are enforced
at enough vertices throughout the computation, then the related Schur complement
can be made invertible even without any edge constraints. As pointed out above, this
can be an advantage in the implementation of the method.

After this initial phase, which in the case of hexagonal substructures can involve
as few as three edge constraints per subdomain, and hence a very small primal space,
we turn to considering the e�ects of the possibly very large variation of the coeÆcients
�i; if there are no great variations in the coeÆcients, we need do nothing more. We
examine each edge E ij not previously designated as primal, one by one. We consider
all pairs of subdomains that have this edge in common and try to �nd an acceptable
edge path between the two subdomains 
i and 
j . If no such path can be found,
we add the edge E ij to the set of designated edges; a trivial, acceptable edge path
is then created. We also note that since two subdomains that share a face, always
have at least one designated edge in common, we need not consider any such pairs of
subdomains in this step.

Finally, we consider, one by one, all vertices which so far have not been designated
as primal. We consider pairs of substructures that have such a vertex V i` in common
but which do not have a face or edge in common. For each vertex inspected, we
try to �nd an acceptable edge path subject only to the more lenient condition on
the coeÆcients. If we fail in �nding such a path, we mark the vertex V i` as primal,
i.e., a vertex where the constraints should be exactly satis�ed throughout the FETI
iteration.

We note that we are free to add any other vertex, edge, or face constraints to
our de�nition of the primal space; the bounds on the condition numbers will only
improve. If all edges and vertices are primal, we are back to Algorithm C.
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We can now formulate our FETI{DP algorithms. Each of them is expressed in
terms of a Schur complement eS related to the dual space fW�. We can arrive at
this reduced problem by eliminating the primal variables associated with the interior
nodes, the vertex nodes designated as primal, as well as the Lagrange multipliers
related to the optional constraints. This Schur complement eS can equally well be
de�ned by a variational problem: 8w� 2 fW�,

heSw�; w�i = minhSw;wi;(16)

where we take the minimum over all w 2 fW of the form w = w�+w�; w� 2 cW�: We
note that any Schur complement of a positive de�nite, symmetric matrix is always
associated with such a variational problem. We also obtain, analogously, a reduced
right hand side ~f�; from the load vectors associated with the individual subdomains.

We now reformulate the original �nite element problem, reduced to the degrees
of freedom of the second subspace fW�; as a minimization problem with constraints
given by the requirement of continuity across all of �h:

Find u� 2 fW�, such that

J(u�) :=
1
2 h
eSu�; u�i � h ~f�; u�i ! min
B�u� = 0

�
:(17)

The matrix B� is constructed from f0; 1;�1g, in a way very similar to the matrix B
discussed in section 3, and in such a way that the values of the solution u�, associated
with more than one subdomain, coincide when B�u� = 0. Again these constraints
are very simple and just express that the nodal values coincide across the interface;
in comparison with the FETI method described in the previous section, we can drop
some of the constraints, in particular those associated with the vertex nodes of the
primal space. However, we will otherwise use all possible constraints and thus work
with a fully redundant set of Lagrange multipliers as in [13, section 5].

By introducing a set of Lagrange multipliers � 2 V := range (B�), to enforce
the constraints B�u� = 0, we obtain a saddle point formulation of (17), as in (11).

Since eS is invertible, we can eliminate the subvector u�, and we obtain the following
system for the dual variables:

F� = d := B� eS�1 ~f�;(18)

where

F := B� eS�1Bt
�:

Algorithmically, the matrix eS is only needed in terms of eS�1 times a vector and such
an operation can be computed relatively inexpensively. While it is natural to describe
a Schur complement in terms of a second set of variables and resulting from the elim-
ination of a �rst set, the action of its inverse on a vector can often advantageously be
obtained by solving the entire linear system from which it originates after augmenting
the given right hand side with zeros. Full advantage can then be taken of algorithms
that symmetrically reorder the larger matrix so as to preserve sparsity. In the case at
hand, it is thus advantageous to group all the interior and dual variables of each sub-
domain together and to factor the resulting blocks in parallel across the subdomains
using a good ordering algorithm. The contributions to the remaining Schur comple-
ment, of the primal variables, can also be computed locally prior to subassembly and
factorization of this �nal, global part of the linear system of equations.
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The operator F will obviously depend on the choice of the subspaces cW� and fW�

and we denote the operators of the resulting linear systems by FA; FB ; FC ; and FD ;
respectively. To de�ne the FETI{DP Dirichlet preconditioner, we need to introduce

an additional set of local Schur complement matrices, S
(i)
� , which is obtained by

restricting S(i) to the space fW�;i; in the case of Algorithm A, we simply remove the
rows and columns corresponding to the subdomain vertices from S(i): The associated
block{diagonal matrix is given by

S� := diagNi=1(S
(i)
� ):

We can compute S� times a vector w� 2 fW� by solving local Dirichlet problems
with solutions in fW�;i; i = 1; : : : ; N; and then multiplying them by the sti�ness
matrix of their respective subdomain. These solutions are constrained to vanish at
designated subdomain vertices and to have zero edge and face averages, as required
by the algorithm in question.

We also introduce diagonal scaling matrices D
(i)
� that operate on the Lagrange

multiplier spaces. Each of their diagonal elements corresponds to a Lagrange mul-
tiplier which enforces continuity between the nodal values of some wi 2 fWi and
wj 2 fWj at some point x 2 �h; it is given by �j (x)�

y
j(x). Finally, we de�ne a scaled

jump operator by

BD;� := [D
(1)
� B

(1)
� ; : : : ; D

(N)
� B

(N)
� ]:

As in Klawonn and Widlund [13, section 5], we solve the dual system (18) using
the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with the preconditioner

M�1 := BD;�S�B
t
D;�:(19)

The FETI-DP method is the standard preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm
for solving the preconditioned system

M�1F� =M�1d:

This de�nition ofM clearly depends on the choice of the subspacescW� andfW� for the
di�erent algorithms. The resulting preconditioners are denoted by M�1

A ;M�1
B ;M�1

C ;
and M�1

D ; respectively.

5. Some auxiliary lemmas. The purpose of this section is to provide, in most
cases without proofs, the few auxiliary results that are required for a complete proof
of Lemmas 9 and 10, which provide the core of the proofs of our main results. Some
of these results are borrowed from [6, 8, 7]. Here, we formulate them using trace
spaces on the subdomain boundaries, i.e., H1=2(@
i) instead of the spaces H1(
i)
and discrete harmonic extensions; given the well{known equivalence of the norms,
nothing essentially new needs to be proven. In our proofs, we will work with the
S{norm de�ned by juj2S =

PN
i=1 juij

2
S(i)

and juij2S(i) = hS(i)ui; uii. A proof of the

equivalence of the S(i)� and the H1=2(@
i)�semi{norms of elements of Wi can be
found in [1] for the case of piecewise linear elements and two dimensions and the tools
necessary to extend this result to more general �nite elements are provided in [21]; in
our case, we of course have to multiply juij2H1=2(@
i)

by the factor �i:

We also recall that we can de�ne the H
1=2
00 (~�)�norm, ~� � @
i; of an element of

Wi which is supported in ~�; as the H1=2(@
i)�norm of the function extended by zero
onto @
i n ~�:
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The �rst lemma can, essentially, be found in Dryja, Smith, and Widlund [6,
Lemma 4.4].

Lemma 1. Let �Fij be the �nite element function that is equal to 1 at the nodal
points on the face F ij , which is common to two subregions 
i and 
j , and that

vanishes on (@
i;h [ @
j;h) n F
ij
h : Then,

j�Fij j2H1=2(@
i)
� C(1 + log(Hi=hi))Hi:

The same bounds also hold for the other subregion 
j :
The following result can, essentially, be found in Dryja, Smith, and Widlund [6,

Lemma 4.5] or in Dryja [3, Lemma 3].
Lemma 2. Let �Fij be the function introduced in Lemma 1 and let Ih denote the

interpolation operator onto the �nite element space W h(
i). Then, 8u 2 Wi;

kIh(�Fiju)k2
H

1=2
00 (Fij)

� C(1 + log(Hi=hi))
2
�
juj2H1=2(Fij) +

1

Hi
kuk2L2(Fij)

�
:

We will also need two additional results which are used to estimate the contribu-
tions to our bounds from the edges of 
i: For the next lemma, see Dryja, Smith, and
Widlund [6, Lemma 4.7].

Lemma 3. Let �Eik be the cuto� function associated with the edge E ik: Then,
8u 2Wi;

jIh(�Eiku)j
2
H1=2(@
i)

� Ckuk2L2(Eik)
:

This result follows by an elementary estimate of the energy norm of the zero
extension of the boundary values and by noting that the harmonic extension has a
smaller energy.

We will also need a Sobolev-type inequality for �nite element functions, see Dryja
and Widlund [7, Lemma 3.3] or Dryja [3, Lemma 1].

Lemma 4. Let E ik be any edge of 
i which forms part of the boundary of a face
F ij � @
i: Then, 8u 2Wi;

kuk2L2(Eik)
� C(1 + log(Hi=hi))

�
juj2H1=2(Fij) +

1

Hi
kuk2L2(Fij)

�
:

We also state a nonstandard version of Friedrichs' inequality that is given in a
somewhat di�erent form in [8, Lemma 6].

Lemma 5. Let E ik be an edge of F ij : Then, 8u 2Wi that vanish on E ik,

kuk2L2(Fij) � CHi(1 + log(Hi=hi))juj
2
H1=2(Fij):

The proof of the main results in Mandel and Tezaur [16] is based on a bound for
a certain interpolation operator. In our proofs, we could also use a di�erent interpola-
tion operator for each of our algorithms. Although these operators now play no direct
role in the proofs of our main results, they are nevertheless of independent interest.
They also illustrate how in the case of Algorithms B and C, we can approximate an
arbitrary element in fWB and fWC , respectively, by a continuous interpolant which is
almost uniformly stable in the energy norm; concerning fWD , see Remark 1.
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The �rst interpolation operator, IhA, is given by the continuous piecewise linear
interpolant on the coarse triangulation of �, used in the de�nition of the 
i.

Our second interpolation operator IhB is de�ned, 8u 2 fWB ; by sums over all the
vertices, edges, and faces of �;

IhBu(x) =
X
Vi`2�

u(V i`)�Vi`(x) +
X
Eik��

uEik�Eik(x) +
X
Fij��

uFij�Fij (x):(20)

The operator IhB ; a modi�cation of an operator introduced in [6, p. 1690], has almost
optimal stability properties. We note that the values of IhBu(x) on @
i depend only
on the Wi component of u.

We also introduce a third interpolation operator, IhC , which provides an alternative
to IhB :

IhCu(x) =
X
Vi`2�

u(V i`)�Vi`(x) +
X
Eik��

uEik�Eik(x) +
X
Fij��

u@Fij�Fij (x):(21)

Here the average uEik is de�ned as in (15) and u@Fij is given by

u@Fij =

R
@Fij udsR
@Fij 1ds

:

This average is a convex combination of the values of the uEik of the face in question.

This interpolant is well de�ned for any element u 2 fWC :
The next lemma provides L2� and H1=2�estimates for the vertex based inter-

polation operator IhA. This is essentially Dryja, Smith, and Widlund [6, Lemma 4.1].
The proof follows directly from Poincar�e's inequality and a standard discrete Sobolev
inequality; see also [6, section 4].

Lemma 6. The vertex based interpolation operator IhA satis�es

jIhAuj
2
H1=2(Fij) � C (Hi=hi) juj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2Wi;

and

ku� IhAuk
2
L2(Fij) � C (Hi=hi)Hi juj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2 Wi:

Here the constant C is independent of the diameter Hi of 
i; and the mesh size hi:
We have better results for the interpolation operators IhB and IhC ; introduced in

(20) and (21), respectively. A bound for IhB can be found in a somewhat di�erent
form in Dryja, Smith, and Widlund [6, pp. 1689{90]. We note that our L2�estimate
is now improved in comparison to [6, p. 1690] since our estimate of the interpolation
error contains no logarithmic factor.

Lemma 7. The interpolation operators IhB and IhC ; de�ned in (20) and (21),
respectively, satisfy

jIhBuj
2
H1=2(Fij) � C(1 + log(Hi=hi))juj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2 Wi;

jIhCuj
2
H1=2(Fij) � C(1 + log(Hi=hi))juj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2 Wi;

and

ku� IhBuk
2
L2(Fij) � CHijuj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2Wi;

ku� IhCuk
2
L2(Fij) � CHijuj

2
H1=2(Fij) 8u 2Wi:

Here the constant C is independent of the diameter Hi of 
i; and the mesh size hi:
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6. Convergence analysis. Our analysis borrows ideas from the recent paper
by Mandel and Tezaur [16], and our own paper [13]. In the latter, fast one-level
FETI algorithms and a theory for the elliptic problem of the class de�ned by (3) were
developed for an arbitrary choice of the �i:

As in [16], the two di�erent Schur complements, eS and S�, introduced in section
4, play an important role in the analysis of the dual{primal iterative algorithm. Both
operate on the second subspace fW� and we also recall that eS represents a global
problem while S� does not.

Let V := range (B�) be the space of Lagrange multipliers. As in [13, Section 5],
we introduce a projection

P� := Bt
D;�B�:

A simple computation shows, see [13, Lemma 4.2], that P� preserves the jump of

any function u� 2 fW�, i.e., B�P�u� = B�u� and we also have P�u = 0 8u 2 cW .
Analogously to [13, Lemma 5.2], we have
Lemma 8. For any � 2 V , there exists a w� 2 range (P�), such that � = B�w�.
Proof: We note that for any � 2 V = range (B�), there exists a w

0
�, such that

� = B�w
0
�. Choosing w� := P�w

0
�, we have B�w� = B�w

0
� = �.

2

Let x 2 �h and let w� 2 fW�. We borrow the following formula from [13]:

P�w�(x) =
X

j2N�;x

�j �
y
j(w�;i(x) � w�;j(x)); x 2 @
i;h \ �h:(22)

Here, N�;x is the set of indices of the subregions which have the node x on its
boundary. We note that the coeÆcients in this expression are constant on the set of the
nodal points of each face and each edge of @
i; and that this formula is independent
of the particular choice of B�:

We �rst analyze Algorithm B and begin by proving the following core estimate.
Lemma 9 (Algorithm B). For all w� 2 fW�;B, we have,

jP�w�j
2
S� � C (1 + log(H=h))2jw�j

2eS ;
where C > 0 is independent of h;H; �i; and .

Proof. We consider an arbitrary w� 2 fW�;B : In order to compute its eS�norm,

cf. (16), we determine the element w = w�+w� 2 fWB ; w� 2 cW�;B ; with the correct

minimal property. Then, by the de�nition of eS; jw�jeS = jwjS : We next note that we
can subtract any continuous function from w� without changing the values of P�w�;
thus, P�w = P�w�. It is also easy to see, by carrying out a simple computation and
by using formula (22), that P�w� 2 fW�;B : We also recall that the S��norm of any

element of fW� equals its S�norm.
We model our proof on [13, Lemmas 4.7, 5.4] but note that the arguments need to

be modi�ed to some extent. We also note that we only have contributions from faces
and edges since all elements in fWB are continuous at the vertices. Here, in contrast
to the proof in [13], we do not need to assume that there are not any subdomains
with boundaries which only intersects @
D only in isolated points.

We introduce the notation (vi)i=1;:::;N := P�w. Then, we have to estimate

jP�wj
2
S =

NX
i=1

jvij
2
S(i) :
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We can therefore focus on the estimate of the contribution from a single subdomain

i. We �rst assume that its boundary and the boundaries of its relevant neighbors
do not intersect @
D.

We cut the function vi using the functions �Fij and �Eik and write it as a sum of
terms which vanish at all the interface nodes outside individual faces and edges; cf.,
e.g., [6, 8, 7]. We then have, since the vi vanish at the subdomain vertices,

vi =
X

Fij�@
i

Ih(�Fijvi) +
X

Eik�@
i

Ih(�Eikvi):

We �nd that the face F ij contributes

Ih(�Fij�j �
y
j(wi � wj))

and we have to estimate its H
1=2
00 (F ij)�norm; this formula follows from (22).

With  � 1=2, we can easily prove that

�i(�

j �

y
j)
2 � min(�i; �j):(23)

We note that �j�
y
j is constant on F ij

h and that w has common face averages, i.e.,
wi;Fij = wj;Fij . Using inequality (23), these observations, and Lemma 2, we obtain,

�ikIh(�Fij�j�
y
j(wi � wj))k2

H
1=2
00 (Fij)

= �ikIh(�Fij�j�
y
j((wi � wi;Fij )� (wj � wj;Fij )))k2

H
1=2
00 (Fij)

� C (1 + log(Hi=hi))
2min(�i; �j)

�
jwi � wj j2H1=2(Fij)

+

+ 1
Hi
k(wi � wi;Fij )� (wj � wj;Fij )k2L2(Fij)

�
:

(24)

We can estimate this expression by

C (1 + log(Hi=hi))
2
�
�ijwij

2
H1=2(Fij) + �j jwj j

2
H1=2(Fij)

�
;

as desired, by applying a Poincar�e inequality. We note that, by assumption, Hj and
Hi are comparable and so are hj and hi, since the triangulations of 
i and 
j are
quasi uniform.

By using Lemma 3, we can estimate the contributions of the edges of 
i to the
energy of vi in terms of L2�norms over the edges. These L2�terms are then estimated
by using Lemma 4. If four subdomains, e.g., 
i;
j ;
k; and 
`, have an edge E ik in
common, then, according to (22), there are three contributions to the estimate of the
contribution of 
i to jP�wj2S ; namely

�i kIh(�

j �

y
j �Eik(wi � wj))k2L2(Eik)

+ �i kIh(�

k �

y
k �Eik(wi � wk))k2L2(Eik)

+

+ �i kIh(�

` �

y
` �Eik (wi � w`))k2L2(Eik)

:
(25)

We �rst consider the second term in detail assuming that 
i shares a face with each
of 
j and 
`, but only an edge with 
k: In the next estimate, we use jwi;Eik j

2 �
1=Hikwik2L2(Eik)

and k�Eikk
2
L2(Eik)

� C Hi. Using formula (23), Lemma 4, and that
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w has common edge averages, i.e., wi;Eik = wk;Eik , we obtain,

�i kIh(�

k�

y
k�Eik(wi � wk))k2L2(Eik)

= �i kIh(�

k�

y
k(�Eik (wi � wi;Eik )� �Eik(wk � wk;Eik)))k

2
L2(Eik)

� 2
�
�ikIh(�Eik (wi � wi;Eik))k

2
L2(Eik)

+ �kkIh(�Eik (wk � wk;Eik ))k
2
L2(Eik)

�
� C

�
�ikwik2L2(Eik)

+ �kkwkk2L2(Eik)

�
� C(1 + log(H=h))

�
�i

�
jwij2H1=2(Fij)

+ 1
Hi
kwik2L2(Fij)

�
+

+ �k

�
jwk j2H1=2(Fkj)

+ 1
Hk
kwkk2L2(Fkj)

��
� C(1 + log(H=h))

�
�ijwij2H1=2(Fij)

+ �kjwkj2H1=2(Fkj)

�
;

(26)

with F ij a face of 
i and Fkj a face of 
k; which have the edge E ik in common. The
last inequality follows from the shift invariance of the expressions on the third line,
i.e., we can add constants to wi and wk without changing the value of the expressions
and then use Poincar�e's inequality.

Since 
i and 
j ; as well as 
i and 
`; have a face in common, the argument
given above could be simpli�ed for the �rst and third edge contributions; they can be
reduced to estimates for face terms directly.

We �nally have to consider boundary subregions which have a nonempty inter-
section with @
D and show that we can obtain bounds of the same quality. We then
need di�erent arguments to eliminate the L2(F ij)�terms. In case this intersection
is a face or an edge, we can use exactly the same arguments as in [13, p. 71] which
includes using Lemma 5. If the boundary of a substructure intersects @
D in just one
or a few single points, the shifting can be done exactly as above for the face and edge
terms of an interior subregion.

2

We now prove our condition number estimate for Algorithm B, which only de-
pends polylogarithmically on the dimension of the subproblems.

Theorem 1 (Algorithm B). The condition number satis�es

�(M�1
B FB) � C (1 + log(H=h))2:

Here, C is independent of h;H; ; and the values of the �i.
Proof: We have to estimate the smallest eigenvalue �min(M

�1
B FB) from below

and the largest eigenvalue �max(M
�1
B FB) from above. We will show that

hMB�; �i � hFB�; �i � C (1 + log(H=h))2hMB�; �i 8� 2 V:(27)

Lower bound: This bound is derived using purely algebraic arguments. As in the
analysis of the one{level FETI methods, we can use the following formula, see Mandel
and Tezaur [15] or Klawonn and Widlund [13, p. 73],

hFB�; �i = sup
06=v�2eW�

h�;B�v�i2

jv�j2eS :

Let � 2 V be arbitrary. It then follows from Lemma 8 that there exists a w� 2
range (P�) with � = B�w�. Since w� = P�w� and ju�jeS � ju�jS� 8u� 2 fW�, we
obtain

hFB�; �i �
h�;B�w�i2

jw�j2eS �
h�;B�w�i2

jw�j2S�
=

h�; �i2

jBt
D;��j

2
S�

=
h�; �i2

hM�1
B �; �i

:
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The left inequality of (27) follows by choosing � :=MB�.
Upper bound: Using Lemma 9, we obtain 8� 2 V ,

hFB�; �i = sup
06=w�2eW�

h�;B�w�i2

jw�j2eS
� C (1 + log(H=h))2 sup

w� 6=0

h�;B�w�i2

jP�w�j2S�

= C (1 + log(H=h))2 sup
w� 6=0

h�;B�w�i2

hM�1
B B�w�; B�w�i

= C (1 + log(H=h))2 sup
�2V

h�; �i2

hM�1
B �; �i

= C (1 + log(H=h))2hMB�; �i:

2

We now turn to the analysis of Algorithms C and D.
Lemma 10 (Algorithms C, D).

For all w� 2 fW�;C , we have,

jP�w�j
2
S� � C (1 + log(H=h))2jw�j

2eS :
For all w� 2 fW�;D, we have,

jP�w�j
2
S� � C max(1; TOL) (1 + log(H=h))2jw�j

2eS :
In both cases, C > 0 is independent of h;H; �i; and .
Proof. We can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 9; we will use the same notation

and only discuss details that are technically di�erent. We note that in Algorithm
D all vertices are not necessarily constrained and that therefore we have to estimate
terms of P�w(x) related to the vertices which are not primal.

We cut the function vi using the functions �Fij , �Eik , and �Vil and write it as a
sum of terms which vanish at all the interface nodes outside individual faces, edges,
and vertices, respectively; cf., e.g., [6, 8, 7]. We then have

vi =
X

Fij�@
i

Ih(�Fijvi) +
X

Eik�@
i

Ih(�Eikvi) +
X

Vil2@
i

�Vilvi(V
il):

As in [13] and the proof of Lemma 9, we �nd that the face F ij contributes

Ih(�Fij�j �
y
j(wi � wj))

and we have to estimate its H
1=2
00 (F ij)�norm. Using inequality (23) and that �j�

y
j is

constant on F ij
h , we obtain,

�ikIh(�Fij�j�
y
j(wi � wj))k2

H
1=2
00 (Fij)

= �ikIh(�Fij�j�
y
j((wi � wi;Fij )� (wj � wj;Fij )+

+(wi;Fij � wj;Fij )))k2
H
1=2
00 (Fij)

� 2 min(�i; �j)

�
kIh(�Fij ((wi � wi;Fij )� (wj � wj;Fij )))k2

H
1=2
00 (Fij)

+

+k(wi;Fij � wj;Fij )�Fijk2
H
1=2
00 (Fij)

�
:

(28)
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The �rst term can be estimated as in (24) by

C (1 + log(Hi=hi))
2
�
�ijwij

2
H1=2(Fij) + �j jwj j

2
H1=2(Fij)

�
;

as desired, by applying a Poincar�e inequality. There remains to estimate k((wi;Fij �
wj;Fij )�Fijk2

H
1=2
00 (Fij)

. Let E ik � @F ij be a designated, primal edge. Then, we have

jwi;Fij � wj;Fij j2 � 2
�
jwi;Fij � wi;Eik j

2 + jwj;Fij � wj;Eik j
2
�
:

It is suÆcient to consider the �rst term on the right hand side. The shift invariance
allows us to assume that wi;Fij = 0. Using jwEik j

2 � C=Hikwik2L2(Eik)
and Lemmas

1 and 4, we obtain

k(wi;Fij � wj;Fij )�Fijk2
H

1=2
00 (Fij)

� C (1 + log(H=h))2
�
jwij

2
H1=2(Fij) + jwj j

2
H1=2(Fij)

�
:

The remainder of the proof of the result for Algorithm C can be carried out as in the
proof of Lemma 9. However, for Algorithm D, we need to do some further work.

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 9, we can estimate the contributions of
the edges of 
i to the energy of vi in terms of L2�norms over the edges. We �rst
consider the second term of (25) in detail again assuming that 
i shares a face with
each of 
j and 
`, but only an edge with 
k: If we have a trivial, acceptable edge
path, i.e., the common edge is designated as primal, we can proceed exactly as in
(26). Otherwise assume that we have a non-trivial, acceptable edge path through the
subdomain 
j via the edges E ij and Ejk ; in general the acceptable edge path could
be more complicated but such a case could be analyzed similarly. We obtain

�i k�

k�

y
kI

h(�Eik(wi � wk))k2L2(Eik)

= �i k�

k�

y
k

�
Ih(�Eik(wi � wi;Eij )) + �Eik(wj;Eij � wj;Ejk )�

�Ih(�Eik(wk � wk;Ejk ))
�
k2L2(Eik)

� Cmin(�i; �k)
�
kIh(�Eik(wi � wi;Eij ))k

2
L2(Eik)

+Hj jwj;Eij � wj;Ejk j
2+

+kIh(�Eik (wk � wk;Ejk ))k
2
L2(Eik)

�
:

(29)

The terms of the last expression can be estimated as before in (26). The only di�erence
is that additionally, we have to use TOL � �j � min(�i; �k). We obtain

�i k�

k�

y
kI

h(�Eik(wi � wk))k2L2(Eik)
� C(1 + log(H=h))

�
�ijwij2H1=2(Fij)

+

+ �kjwkj2H1=2(Fik)
+ TOL � �j

�
jwj j2H1=2(Fij)

+ jwj j2H1=2(Fjk)

��
:

Since 
i and 
j ; as well as 
i and 
`; have a face in common, the argument given
above could be simpli�ed for the �rst and third edge contributions, see (25); they can
be reduced to estimates of face terms.

Finally, we consider the terms resulting from the vertices. We have, according to
(22),

�ij�Vi`vi(V
i`)j2H1=2(@
i)

� C
X

j2N
�;Vi`

�i(�

j �

y
j)
2j�Vi` j2H1=2(@
i)

jwi(V
i`)� wj(V

i`)j2

� C
X

j2N
�;Vi`

min(�i; �j)hijwi(V
i`)� wj(V

i`)j2:
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We now consider each pair of substructures separately. Let 
i;
l be such a pair and
assume that we have an acceptable edge path through 
j , via the edges E ij and Ejl

with the condition

TOL � �j �
hj
Hj

min(�i; �l):(30)

We can proceed as in the analysis of the edge terms and obtain

min(�i; �l)hijwi(V
il)� wl(V

il)j2

� 3 min(�i; �l)hi
�
jwi(V

il)� wi;Eij j
2 + jwj;Eij � wj;Ejl j

2 + jwl(V
il)� wl;Ejl j

2
�
:

It is suÆcient to estimate the �rst term on the last line; the third term can be treated
in exactly the same way, and the second term can be estimated as above with the
only di�erence of an additional factor hj=Hj which is accounted for in (30). Using
hijwi(V il)j2 � Ckwik2L2(Eij)

and Lemma 4, and estimating jwi;Eij j as before, we obtain

j(wi(V
il)� wi;Eij j

2 � 2
�
j(wi(V

il)j2 + jwi;Eij j
2
�

� C(1 + log(Hi=hi))h
�1
i

�
jwij

2
H1=2(Fij) + 1=Hikwik

2
L2(Fij)

�
� C(1 + log(Hi=hi))h

�1
i jwij

2
H1=2(Fij):

Here, the last line follows again from the shift invariance of the �rst expression. Using
(30), we �nally obtain

min(�i; �l)hijwi(V
il)� wl(V

il)j2

� C (1 + log(H=h))
�
�ijwij

2
H1=2(Fij) + �`jw`j

2
H1=2(Fj`)+

+TOL � �j
�
jwj j

2
H1=2(Fij) + jwj j

2
H1=2(Fj`)

��
:

The boundary subregions can again be treated as in the proof of Lemma 9.
2

We can now prove our condition number estimates for Algorithms C and D,
which are as strong as those in Theorem 1. The proof can be carried out exactly as
for Theorem 1, using Lemma 10 instead of Lemma 9.

Theorem 2 (Algorithms C, D). The condition numbers satisfy

�(M�1
C FC) � C (1 + log(H=h))2:

and

�(M�1
D FD) � C max(1; TOL) (1 + log(H=h))2:

Here, C is independent of h;H; ; and the values of the �i.
Remark 1. It is possible to de�ne a fourth interpolation operator IhD, based on the

weights �i, the pseudoinverses �yi , and the averages over the subdomain boundaries,
by

IhDu(x) =
X
i

u@
i�

i (x)�

y
i (x):(31)
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Here the average u@
i is de�ned by

u@
i =

R
@
i

udsR
@
i

1ds
;

where we use the component in Wi when computing this average. This operator natu-
rally appears in studies of Neumann-Neumann algorithms. We can establish the same
type of bounds as in Lemma 7, provided that we introduce the same constraints as for
Algorithm D.

Remark 2. It is already known from the numerical results in [9, 10] that Algo-
rithm A is not competitive. We can prove that the condition number of Algorithm A
satis�es the weaker bound,

�(M�1
A FA) � C (H=h) (1 + log(H=h))2;

in the same way as Theorem 1, using Lemma 6 and a variant of Lemma 10. Here, C
is independent of h;H; ; and the values of the �i.
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